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ABSTRACT
The elongation phase of transcription by RNA poly-
merase II (RNAP II) is controlled by a carefully
orchestrated series of interactions with both nega-
tive and positive factors. However, due to the limita-
tions of current methods and techniques, not much
is known about whether and how these proteins
physically associate with the engaged polymerases.
To gain insight into the detailed mechanisms
involved, we established an experimental system
for analyzing direct factor interactions to RNAP II
elongation complexes on native gels, namely elon-
gation complex electrophoretic mobility shift assay
(EC-EMSA). This new assay effectively allowed
detection of interactions of TFIIF, TTF2, TFIIS, DSIF
and P-TEFb with elongation complexes generated
from a natural promoter using an immobilized
template. As an application of this assay system,
we characterized the association of transcription
elongation factor DSIF with RNAP II elongation com-
plexes and discovered that the nascent transcript
facilitated recruitment of DSIF. Examples of how
the system can be manipulated to address different
questions are provided. EC-EMSA should be useful
for further investigation of factor interactions with
RNAP II elongation complexes.
INTRODUCTION
Transcript elongation by RNAP II is a highly regulated
phase of the transcription cycle that is critical not only for
generating mature mRNA, but also for regulation of gene
expression (1–3). The transcriptional status of the RNAP
II elongation complex at any given time is determined by
the sequential action of a host of factors that associate
with it. In the past two decades, traditional puriﬁcation
techniques have identiﬁed numerous proteins that are
directly or indirectly involved in controlling elongation
by RNAP II. Many of these factors inﬂuence elongation
either by targeting the movement of the polymerase or by
modulating chromatin structure, but many details of the
underlying mechanisms are not known. Little is known
about how and exactly when the regulatory factors
become associated with the elongation complex, whether
they interact cooperatively or antagonistically with others,
or how the interactions are regulated. Further understand-
ing of factor interactions is hampered by limitations of
current methods and techniques. Therefore, novel experi-
mental approaches are needed to analyze factor interac-
tions in a context of functional elongation complexes.
Previously, we showed that elongation complexes could
be isolated from a crude extract using immobilized DNA
templates (4–9). Recently, the isolation protocol was mod-
iﬁed to remove the detergent Sarkosyl and to raise salt
in the wash buﬀers and this modiﬁcation allowed more
eﬃcient function with elongation factors (9). After exten-
sively washing the immobilized templates with 1.6M KCl,
virtually all known factors were stripped from the poly-
merase and template, and only the highly stable, RNAP II
ternary complexes were retained (9). Further analysis
of these isolated elongation complexes demonstrated
that they were transcriptionally competent and responded
properly to puriﬁed elongation factors, including DSIF,
NELF, P-TEFb and TFIIF (9). Because the factors pro-
duced the expected functional consequences, we reasoned
that they must be associating with the elongation com-
plexes in an appropriate way. Therefore, meaningful infor-
mation might be extracted from an analysis of the
interactions of the factors with these isolated elongation
complexes.
Toward this end, we chose to employ native gel electro-
phoresis because it is a powerful tool for analyzing
protein–nucleic acid interactions. The technique was pre-
viously used in the comparison of yeast and human
RNAP II elongation complexes formed on promoter con-
taining templates (10) and in a study of the interaction of
DSIF with Drosophila RNAP II elongation complexes
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conditions for analyzing isolated human elongation com-
plexes by native gel electrophoresis. The study builds on
the previous functional analysis of isolated elongation
complexes (9). The new native gel system eﬃciently and
reproducibly detected isolated elongation complexes and
allowed the observation of direct interactions of puriﬁed
factors with RNAP II elongation complexes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
The production of HeLa nuclear extract (8), and puriﬁca-
tion of human DSIF, TFIIF and P-TEFb (9), TTF2 (12)
and TFIIS (13) were previously described.
Preparation ofRNAP IIelongation complexes on
immobilized DNA templates
Isolation of elongation complexes (ECs) was similar to
that described earlier (9). Two diﬀerent immobilized
DNA templates were produced by PCR from a plasmid
containing the full cytomegalovirus promoter as pre-
viously described (7). Both were ampliﬁed using a
common biotinylated forward primer mapping 838-bp
upstream of the transcription start site. Use of diﬀerent
reverse primers resulted in templates that would generate
either 183 or 548-nt run-oﬀ transcripts. Unless indicated
otherwise, the 183-nt run-oﬀ template was used. The
templates were immobilized on paramagnetic beads
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) ( 0.25pmol template/
reaction) and incubated with HeLa nuclear extract before
transcripts were pulse-labeled. Transcription was stopped
with 20mM EDTA and ECs were isolated by washing the
beads with a high salt buﬀer [1.6M KCl and 20mM
HEPES (pH 7.6)] and eventually resuspended in a low
salt buﬀer [20mM HEPES (pH 7.6), 60mM KCl and
200mg/ml bovine serum albumin]. In some experiments,
the isolated ECs were subsequently chased [20mM
HEPES (pH 7.6), 60mM KCl, 0.5mM NTPs, 200mg/ml
bovine serum albumin, 3mM MgCl2, 1mM DTT and
10U of RNaseOUT (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA)/
transcription reaction] and re-isolated by washing with
the low salt buﬀer. When a chase was performed it was
for 3min unless otherwise indicated. In experiments in
which ECs were treated with RNase A, 30-end labeled
transcripts were generated. To accomplish this, the same
pulse/chase protocol was followed except that 0.5mM
CTP replaced [a-
32P]CTP during the pulse. After isolation
of the cold ECs, the transcripts were extended for 10min
under the conditions normally used during the pulse [5mCi
of [a-
32P]CTP (3000Ci/mmol), and 0.5mM ATP, UTP
and GTP]. To analyze the length of RNAs, reactions
were phenol-extracted and labeled transcripts were ana-
lyzed on 9% denaturing gels as described previously (14).
Analysisofelongationcomplexesbynativegelelectrophoresis
ECs were liberated from the paramagnetic beads by
restriction enzyme digestion before analysis on native
gels. ECs were digested for 15min at 378C with 10U of
the indicated restriction enzyme in the presence of
20mM HEPES (pH 7.6), 60mM KCl, 200mg/ml bovine
serum albumin, 8mM MgCl2, 1mM DTT and 10U of
RNaseOUT/transcription reaction. In most experiments,
SacI which cuts  17bp upstream of the start point of
transcription was utilized. Where indicated BamHI and
NdeI, which cut at  798 and  352, respectively were
used. Usually, the ECs were digested in bulk with a total
volume equal to the number of transcription reactions
times 6 ml and then the beads were removed by magnetic
concentration. Binding reactions (18ml) contained an
aliquot of the released ECs (6ml) and the indicated added
proteins and maintained the conditions used above in the
digestion. After 10min at room temperature, the samples
were supplemented with glycerol to 10% and directly
loaded onto a 4% acrylamide (1:50 bisacrylamide) gel
cast and run in 0.5  Tris/glycine [12.5mM Tris (pH 8.3)
and 96mM glycine]. The gels were run at 6W for 2.5h at
48C, before being dried and subjected to autoradiography.
Digestion ofECs withRNase or DNase
Isolated ECs were treated with the indicated amounts
of RNase-free DNase I (NEB) for 10min or 100ng/ul of
RNase A (Fermentas, Glen Burnie, MD, USA) or 20min
at 378C under the same conditions for the restriction
enzyme digestion except that for RNase A treatment
RNaseOUT was omitted. After DNase I treatment, the
supernatant was analyzed directly, but after RNase A
treatment, the ECs were washed with 1.6M KCl and
20mM HEPES (pH 7.6) to remove RNase A and even-
tually released from the beads by restriction digestion
before being analyzed.
Transcript cleavage by TFIIS
ECs after a 5-min chase were either mock treated or incub-
ated with 100ng of puriﬁed TFIIS for indicated times
in a 12ml mixture containing 20mM HEPES (pH 7.6),
60mM KCl, 200mg/ml bovine serum albumin, 8mM
MgCl2, 1mM DTT and 10U of RNaseOUT. The
cleavage reactions were terminated by adding EDTA to
20mM. To remove TFIIS after the treatment, the ECs
were washed and resuspended with the low salt buﬀer.
Phosphorylation of RNAP II-CTD orDSIF by P-TEFb
In most experiments, transcription was initiated in the
presence of 1mM ﬂavopiridol, which inhibits phosphory-
lation of the CTD by P-TEFb but not TFIIH. In some
experiments, CTD phosphorylation was completely
blocked by the addition of DRB to 1.5mM during initia-
tion (15). Phosphorylation of the RNAP II-CTD in
the isolated ECs by P-TEFb was carried out as described
earlier (9). In some cases, indicated in the text (Figure 7C),
the treated ECs were then washed with 1.6M KCl
and 20mM HEPES (pH 7.6) to remove P-TEFb.
Phosphorylation of DSIF was carried out by an incuba-
tion of indicated amount of P-TEFb with DSIF for 10min
at room temperature under the same conditions for the
restriction enzyme digestion described above. After the
incubation, the activity of P-TEFb was inhibited by
adding ﬂavopiridol to 1mM.
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Establishment and validationof EC-EMSA
To directly analyze factor associations with RNAP II
elongation complexes (ECs), an elongation complex
electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EC-EMSA) was
developed. The core of this technique is to use labeled
ECs to probe interactions with factor(s) of interest.
An outline of the method is shown in Figure 1.
Transcription preinitiation complexes (PICs) are formed
on the CMV promoter encoded in an immobilized DNA
template in the presence of HeLa nuclear extract. Upon
the addition of nucleotides including limiting [a-
32P]CTP,
RNAP II initiates and generates labeled, nascent tran-
scripts that are about 20nt in length within 30s. The
early elongation complexes are halted upon the addition
of EDTA and are then extensively washed with a buﬀer
containing 1.6M salt, which removes all proteins except
engaged RNAP II. The isolated ECs are then released
from beads through restriction enzyme digestion, incub-
ated with puriﬁed transcription factor(s) and analyzed on
a low-percentage native gel. The capability of the
factor(s) of interest to interact with ECs is evaluated by
monitoring the mobility shift of ECs. As estimated in our
early studies (9), the amount of labeled ECs used in each
binding reaction is about 0.01 pmole.
To validate this system, RNAP II ECs before and after
addition of transcription factors known to interact
with elongating RNAP II were analyzed on a native gel.
A strong radioactive signal with a distinct migration was
detected with intact ECs, but not with the RNA extracted
from these ECs (Figure 2A, lanes 1 and 2), suggesting that
the signal visualized represents the ECs. Earlier results
from functional transcription assays indicated that the
initiation and elongation factor TFIIF could stably associ-
ate with isolated ECs (9). Inclusion of TFIIF in the bind-
ing reaction resulted in a complete shift of the ECs to
higher position on the native gel (Figure 2A, lane 3).
TTF2, an ATP-dependent termination factor, was also
tested for its interaction with ECs. In the absence of
ATP, TTF2 caused a portion of the signal from ECs to
have a lower mobility, indicating that only a portion of
ECs were bound with TTF2at the concentration of the
factor used (Figure 2A, lane 4). Addition of ATP in the
binding reaction with TTF2 resulted in the disruption of
the elongation complexes (Figure 2A, lane 5). The fact
that the band attributed to ECs was sensitive to the
action of TTF2 further conﬁrmed that it represented
elongation complexes. Taken together, these results
indicate that the EC-EMSA system developed here can
be used to analyze factor binding to ECs.
Characterization ofthe detailed binding mechanisms
forDSIF toECs using EC-EMSA
DSIF preferentially binds to ECs with long
transcripts. Human elongation factor DSIF is composed
of two subunits that are homologues of yeast proteins
Spt5 and Spt4 (16). It was reported that the large subunit,
hSpt5, contains an RNAP II-interacting region (17,18).
Because DSIF negatively controls RNAP II transcription
in the early stage of elongation (7), a mobility shift of
isolated ECs is expected to be observed when the ECs
are incubated with DSIF. However, very little shift was
detected when isolated ECs were incubated with an excess
amount of DSIF (0.3 pmol) (Figure 2A, lane 6). Given
that the isolated ECs only contained very short nascent
transcripts ( 20nt) and all the endogenous RNAP II-
binding factors were removed during high salt isolation,
we reasoned that an eﬃcient DSIF EC interaction may
occur upon further elongation or may require other
RNAP II-interacting factor(s).
To further characterize the association of DSIF with
ECs, the eﬀect of further elongation was examined.
The transcripts in isolated ECs were extended upon the
addition of NTPs for 1 or 3min. The lengths of the
transcripts were determined by analysis of extracted
RNA on a denaturing gel (Figure 2B). As previously
determined, without the eﬀect of any elongation factors,
the intrinsic elongation rate of the polymerases in our
system is about 20–25nt/min (9). After 1 or 3min of elon-
gation, the average length of the transcripts was increased
from 20 to 35nt and 75nt, respectively (Figure 2B).
Simultaneously, the electrophoretic mobility of these
ECs in the absence or presence of DSIF was analyzed
Figure 1. EC-EMSA. The diagram indicates the important steps of the
elongation complex EMSA. PICs are formed on an immobilized tem-
plate by incubation with HeLa nuclear extract. ECs are generated by
initiation in the presence of NTPs including
32P-labeled CTP and the
ECs are isolated by washing with 1.6M salt. The ECs are removed
from the paramagnetic beads by digestion with a restriction enzyme.
These complexes are incubated with factor(s) of interest (factor) and
analyzed on a native gel.
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of factor supplementation, the mobility of ECs was
gradually reduced as the transcripts became longer
(Figure 2C, lanes 1–3). The reason for this mobility
change will be addressed below. More importantly, upon
incubation with a constant amount of DSIF, the fraction
of the ECs shifted was signiﬁcantly increased as the
nascent transcripts became longer (Figure 2C). This indi-
cated that DSIF interacted more eﬃciently with the ECs
containing long transcripts (35 and 75nt) than with the
ECs containing short transcripts (20nt). To further con-
ﬁrm this result, DSIF was titrated into binding reactions
containing ECs with short or long transcripts (0 or 3min
chase). As seen in Figure 2D, again, 0.3 pmol of DSIF
exhibited a weak association with the isolated ECs
with short RNAs. Even when 1.5 pmol of DSIF was
used (in a great excess to the estimated amount of ECs)
only about a half of the ECs shifted (Figure 2D, compare
lanes 5 and 1). Similar to that shown in Figure 2C, the
additional 3min extension of the transcripts changed the
mobility of ECs on the native gel and produced a lower
mobility signal (the upper band) (Figure 2D, lane 6). The
lower band in lane 6 had the same mobility as that
shown in lane 1 and likely represented a fraction of the
ECs that failed to extend transcripts. Usually, about 10%
of the halted polymerases do not restart transcription,
both in our system (9) and in others (19) (Figure 2B).
As shown in lanes 6–10, the mobility of the two popula-
tions of ECs was aﬀected diﬀerently upon the incubation
with increasing concentrations of DSIF. When as little
as 0.012 pmol of DSIF was used, about half of the
elongation complexes containing long transcripts were
shifted (Figure 2D, compare lanes 6 and 7). A total of
0.06pmol of DSIF was enough to cause a complete shift
of the upper band (Figure 2D, lane 8). In contrast, the
mobility shift of the lower band was not complete even
when 1.5 pmol of DSIF was used. These data demonstrate
that a further extension of the transcripts in the isolated
Figure 2. Detection of factor interactions with isolated elongation complexes using EC-EMSA. (A) Initial validation of EC-EMSA. Isolated ECs
were incubated with no factors or with 0.4 pmol of TFIIF, 0.25 pmol of TTF2 (  0.5mM of ATP) or 0.3 pmol of DSIF before analysis by native gel
electrophoresis. As a negative control, transcripts associated with isolated ECs were extracted and analyzed (RNA only). (B and C) Interactions
between DSIF with ECs containing various lengths of RNAs. The transcripts in isolated ECs were further extended for indicated times. The
transcripts in the resultant ECs were extracted and analyzed on a denaturing RNA gel (B) or the ECs were incubated with or without 0.3 pmol
of DSIF and then subjected to analysis on a native gel (C). (D) Dose response of DSIF. Isolated ECs were left untreated or further elongated for
3min and then incubated with indicated amounts of DSIF before analysis on a native gel. (E) Interactions of TFIIS, DSIF and TFIIF to isolated
elongation complexes containing short or long transcripts. Isolated ECs were left untreated or further elongated for 3min before being released from
the beads by SacI ( 17), and then incubated with no factors or with 0.4 pmol of TFIIS, 0.3 pmol of DSIF or 0.4 pmol of TFIIF. The samples were
analyzed on a native gel.
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binding aﬃnity of DSIF. For comparison, we also tested
two other RNAP II-interacting factors, TFIIS and TFIIF.
Both factors bound eﬃciently with the ECs and the extent
for their interactions was not impacted by the change of
the length of the transcripts (Figure 2E). We conclude that
DSIF preferentially associates with ECs that have nascent
transcripts that are 35nt or longer.
Nascent transcripts facilitate the efficient association of
DSIF with ECs. The ﬁnding that extension of the nascent
transcripts caused a change in the electrophoretic mobility
of ECs (Figure 2C, lanes 1–3) that correlated with
enhanced binding of DSIF suggested that there might be
a conformational change in the ECs that was recognized
by DSIF. Such a conformational change was suggested
by earlier work demonstrating an alteration in the proper-
ties of elongation complexes after the synthesis of 50nt of
RNA (19). Additionally, it was not obvious how the
lowering of the mobility of ECs could be explained
by the addition of a relatively small mass of negatively
charged RNA. Extra negative charge should have
increased the mobility of the ECs. Therefore, we per-
formed several experiments to address if there was a
conformational change as the transcripts were extended
and, if so, if it was responsible for the preferential associa-
tion of DSIF with ECs containing long transcripts.
The position of the polymerase on the template affects the
mobility of ECs. To determine if the location of RNAP II
on the template had an eﬀect on the mobility of ECs, ECs
with diﬀerent lengths of template and with the polymerase
at diﬀerent relative positions were analyzed. Three sets of
ECs were generated by using diﬀerent downstream pri-
mers (generating 30-ends at +183 or +548) or by using
diﬀerent restriction enzymes to liberate the ECs (at posi-
tions  17 or  352) (Figure 3A). For each set, ECs were
either not chased and contained nascent transcripts
<25nt or were chased for 5min and contained transcripts
100–150nt in length (Figure 3B). For the ECs with the
least DNA, extension of the nascent transcripts caused
a shift to lower mobility as was seen earlier (Figure 3C,
lanes 1 and 2). Addition of 365bp of downstream DNA
had almost no eﬀect on the mobility of ECs with short
transcripts (Figure 3C, lane 3), but when the transcripts
were extended a dramatic reduction of the mobility of ECs
was observed (Figure 3C, lane 4). Extension of the DNA
to  352 upstream of the transcription start site had an
equally dramatic lowering of the mobility (Figure 3C,
compare lanes 1 and 5). In this case, extension of the
transcript actually increased the mobility of the ECs
(Figure 3C, lane 6). Analysis of these results suggests
that the relative position of the polymerase on the DNA
template had a great impact on the electrophoretic mobi-
lity of elongation complexes. In each pair, the mobility
of the ECs increased if the polymerases moved toward
the end of the DNA and decreased if they moved
toward the middle of the DNA. The ECs with the
lowest mobility had long DNA ‘arms’ both upstream
and downstream and the ECs with highest mobility had
at least one short DNA arm. A similar phenomenon has
been observed for the mobility of protein DNA com-
plexes on native gels when the binding site for the protein
is located near the end or in the middle of the DNA (20).
Therefore, this result suggested that the mobility shifts
seen when transcripts were elongated was very likely due
to the position of the polymerase on the DNA.
To eliminate the eﬀect of the DNA arms on the electro-
phoretic mobility of the ECs, DNase I digestion of ECs
was performed. Such ECs with limited DNA content
should still run into a native gel because the surface
charge of RNAP II is highly negative (21). ECs were
ﬁrst generated on the +183 template. When ECs were
released from the beads by restriction digestion at a site
near the attachment point of the template with the beads
( 798), very low mobility ECs were generated compared
to ECs generated by digestion at  17 (Figure 4A, compare
lane 1 to 2). When the immobilized complexes were
treated with increasing amounts of DNase I, the ﬁrst
ECs liberated had the mobility similar to that of the
ECs with long DNA arms (Figure 4A, compare lane 3
to 1). As the amount of DNase I was increased, more
complexes were released and the mobility increased dra-
matically. At the highest extent of digestion, the ECs were
Figure 3. Eﬀect of position of RNAP II on DNA template on electro-
phoretic mobility. (A) Diagram of templates and released ECs. Six
diﬀerent ECs (black) were generated and released by restriction
enzyme digestion at the position indicated (relative to the transcription
start site) as described in the text and in Materials and methods section.
(B and C) Analysis of ECs. Transcripts associated with the indicated
ECs were extracted and analyzed on a denaturing gel (B) and ECs were
analyzed on a native gel (C).
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the EC signal seen on the gel (Figure 4A, lane 6). An
identical set of reactions was performed on complexes
containing transcripts that were elongated for 3min.
As was seen above, a signiﬁcant fraction of these ECs
had a lower mobility after restriction digestion at  17
(Figure 4A, compare lane 8 to 2). As DNase I was
added to the ECs with long RNAs, a very similar pattern
of ECs was detected (Figure 4A, compare lanes 9–12 to
3–6). The RNase free-DNase I used in this experiment did
not act on RNA (data not shown). Importantly, at the
high concentrations of DNase I, the mobility of complexes
with short transcripts was identical to that of the com-
plexes with long transcripts (Figure 4A, compare lanes 5
and 6 to lanes 11 and 12). This further supports the idea
that the aberrant mobility of complexes with long tran-
scripts was due an eﬀect of the position of the ECs within
the template. The ability of ECs to bind DSIF was then
tested after digestion with DNase I. DSIF did not bind
well with the DNase I-treated ECs that had short tran-
scripts (Figure 4B, compare lane 5 to 3), but did bind
to DNase I-treated ECs containing long transcripts
(Figure 4B, compare lane 6 to 4). These experiments
strongly suggest that the diﬀerential association of DSIF
to ECs observed is due to diﬀerences in the length of the
nascent RNA. However, a conformational change due
to extension of the nascent transcripts is still a possible
explanation.
Treatment of ECs with TFIIS does not affect binding of
DSIF. Another possible explanation for diﬀerential DSIF
binding to ECs is that the elongation complexes are in
diﬀerent transcriptional states before and after transcript
extension, and somehow DSIF diﬀerentiates between the
two states. ECs with short transcripts are generated by
limiting CTP during a short pulse and, therefore, poly-
merases are stalled at sites that would normally support
rapid elongation. ECs with long transcripts are generated
by transcript extension in the presence of high concentra-
tions of all four NTPs and because of this all polymerases
are stopped at naturally occurring pause sites. Because it is
possible that DSIF recognizes this paused state found
predominately in the ECs with long transcripts, treatment
of these complexes with TFIIS was carried out to convert
them back into the elongation competent state. A time
course of TFIIS mediated transcript cleavage was per-
formed on ECs and the expected pattern of shortened
transcripts (22) was observed (Figure 5A). At these
‘reverse pause sites’ further backtracking of polymerases
is disfavored and TFIIS-mediated cleavage of the RNAs
Figure 4. Interaction of DSIF with DNase I-treated ECs. (A) DNase I treatment of isolated ECs. ECs with short or long transcripts (3min of
elongation) were released from the beads either by BamHI ( 798), SacI ( 17) or the indicated amounts of DNase I and then analyzed on a native
gel. (B) EC-EMSA analysis DSIF interaction. ECs with short or long transcripts were digested with DNase I (20 mU per reaction), incubated with or
without 0.3 pmol of DSIF and analyzed on a native gel. As a control, ECs were released by SacI in lanes 1 and 2.
Figure 5. TFIIS-mediated transcript cleavage does not aﬀect the asso-
ciation of DSIF with ECs. (A) Cleavage of the transcripts associated
with ECs by TFIIS. Transcripts in isolated ECs were elongated for
5min and then treated with 100ng of TFIIS for indicated times.
Incubation without TFIIS (lane 2) or with TFIIS and 20mM EDTA
(lane 8) served as negative controls. In lane 9, the ECs that had been
treated with TFIIS for 60min were washed with a low salt buﬀer to
remove TFIIS, followed by a 3min ‘re-extention’. The transcripts were
extracted from each sample and analyzed on a denaturing gel.
Arrowheads indicate ‘reverse pause sites’ resulting from extensive
TFIIS cleavage. (B) Interaction of DSIF with TFIIS-treated ECs.
ECs containing short or long transcripts were treated with 100ng of
TFIIS for 10min followed by a low salt wash. The ECs were released
with SacI and analyzed by EC-EMSA. A total of 0.3 pmol of DSIF
was used where indicated.
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required TFIIS and Mg
2+, and after extensive shortening,
addition of NTPs allowed eﬃcient re-extension up to the
run-oﬀ site at +183 (Figure 5A, lane 9). ECs with short
or long transcripts were treated with TFIIS for 10min
and then re-isolated to remove TFIIS. Without further
elongation following TFIIS treatment, polymerases
would be in the elongation state and would remain that
way after removal of TFIIS. For these polymerases to
re-enter backtracked mode, they would have to further
extend their transcripts to return to a site at which back-
tracking could occur more readily. When complexes
with shortened transcripts were analyzed by EC-EMSA,
DSIF was found to bind well only to complexes with
long transcripts even though these ECs were not in the
paused state (Figure 5B). This experiment strongly sug-
gests that diﬀerential DSIF binding is not due to potential
diﬀerences in the elongation competence of the ECs.
A long nascent transcript facilitates DSIF binding. After
ruling out the above possibilities, it seemed more likely
that the extended nascent transcripts might be directly
responsible for enhancement of the association of DSIF
with ECs. To test this idea, three types of ECs were gen-
erated. The ﬁrst contained the standard 50-end labeled
short transcripts (Figure 6A, lane 1). The second con-
tained 30-end labeled transcripts that were predominately
75nt in length (Figure 6A, lane 2) and RNase A treatment
of these ECs generated the third type that contained tran-
scripts <25nt in length (Figure 6A, lane 3). The 30-end
labeling was necessary to avoid removal of the radioactive
signal during RNase A treatment. EC-EMSA was then
used to examine binding of DSIF to all three types of
complexes after release from the beads by restriction
digestion at  17. Again, DSIF did not interact well
with ECs containing 50-end labeled short transcripts
(Figure 6B, lanes 1 and 2). Also, DSIF strongly interacted
with ECs containing long transcripts (Figure 6B, lanes 3
and 4). Importantly, after RNase A digestion, that
removed all accessible RNA, the complexes lost their
ability to interact well with DSIF (Figure 6B, lanes 5
and 6). Similar results were obtained on the three types
of ECs after DNase I treatment (data not shown). We
conclude that the RNase-sensitive portion of nascent tran-
scripts is required for eﬃcient association of DSIF with
ECs. Supporting this result we also found that DSIF
bound directly to RNA using standard RNA EMSA
(data not shown).
Phosphorylation of the CTD or DSIF by P-TEFb does not
affect the DSIF EC interaction. The carboxy-terminal
domain (CTD) of the largest subunit of RNAP II is regu-
lated by sequential phosphorylation/dephosphorylation
events during transcription. This is essential for properly
integrating transcription and mRNA processing by
modulating the recruitment of factors to the CTD (23).
Previously, the Handa group performed co-IP experi-
ments using HeLa nuclear extract and showed that
DSIF co-precipitated better with hypophosphorylated
RNAP II than with hyperphosphorylated RNAP II, and
suggested that phosphorylation of the CTD might lead to
the dissociation of DSIF from the elongation complex
(24). More recently, the Gilmour group showed that the
CTD had no eﬀect on the interaction of DSIF with ECs
generated with puriﬁed Drosophila RNAP II (11).
To help resolve the potentially conﬂicting results, we
examined the eﬀect of CTD-phosphorylation on DSIF
binding. ECs were generated that contained no phos-
phorylation, phosphorylation acquired during initiation
(TFIIH) or phosphorylation during initiation followed
by further phosphorylation with recombinant P-TEFb.
To obtain ECs with unphosphorylated RNAP II, initia-
tion was carried out in the presence of 1.5mM of DRB,
which inhibits the kinase activity of TFIIH and P-TEFb
(15). Normal initiation conditions allowed TFIIH phos-
phorylation and in the presence of ﬂavopiridol inhibited
phosphorylation by P-TEFb (25). Hyperphosphorylation
of the CTD was accomplished by incubating the isolated
normal ECs with P-TEFb and ATP. Then P-TEFb was
removed by a high salt wash and the hyperphosphorylated
ECs were analyzed by EC-EMSA. Blocking phosphoryla-
tion of the CTD during initiation led to production of
ECs with slightly higher mobility than that normally
seen with ECs phosphorylated by TFIIH (Figure 7A,
compare lanes 1 and 2). Phosphorylation of the ECs by
both TFIIH and P-TEFb further lowered the mobility
(Figure 7A, compare lanes 2 and 3). All these mobility
shifts seen upon phosphorylation suggest that the CTD
is indeed phosphorylated as expected. Because addition
of more negative charge should have caused an increase
in mobility, these results suggest that phosphorylation of
the CTD may lead to a more extended conformation of
the CTD that reduces the mobility of the ECs. Next, the
association of DSIF to the ECs with their CTD being
Figure 6. Removal of accessible RNA weakens the association of DSIF
and ECs. (A) RNase A treatment of ECs. ECs with short 50-end labeled
transcripts were generated as usual (lane 1). ECs with long 30-end
labeled transcripts were generated as described in Materials and
methods section. ECs were treated with 1mg of RNase A per reaction
where indicated and were then released from beads by SacI digestion.
Transcripts were then extracted and analyzed on a denaturing gel.
(B) The eﬀect of RNase A treatment on DSIF EC interaction. ECs
obtained from the same experiment shown in (A) were incubated with-
out or with 0.3 pmol of DSIF and analyzed on a native gel.
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P-TEFb was analyzed using EC-EMSA. DSIF did not
associate strongly with ECs containing short transcripts
regardless of the amount of phosphorylation (Figure 7B,
lanes 1–4 and 9–12). The reduction in mobility upon tran-
script extension was detected for both types of ECs
(Figure 7B, lanes 5 and 13), and DSIF bound to both
ECs equally well regardless of the phosphorylation
status of the CTD (Figure 7B, lanes 5–8 and 13–16).
We conclude that the phosphorylation status of the
CTD of RNAP II has no direct eﬀect on DSIF binding.
Because both DSIF and the CTD are phosphorylated
by P-TEFb during the transition into productive elonga-
tion (9,26), the interaction of DSIF with ECs was exam-
ined after phosphorylation of the CTD and DSIF by
P-TEFb. For this experiment, the ECs were chased to
produce long RNAs, but as shown before a small fraction
of the complexes (the light lower band) did not exhibit
the reduction in mobility caused by RNA extension
(Figure 7C, lane 1). Addition of P-TEFb caused a further
reduction in mobility indicating that P-TEFb interacts
with the ECs (Figure 7C, lane 2). Phosphorylation of the
ECs alone caused the expected, slight shift in ECs with
short and long transcripts (Figure 7C, compare lanes 4
to 2). The mobilities seen suggest that P-TEFb maintains
its interaction with ECs containing long RNAs, but this
interpretation is made more diﬃcult because of the simul-
taneous shift caused by CTD phosphorylation. DSIF
lowered the mobility of ECs containing long transcripts
even after phosphorylation of the CTD and DSIF by
P-TEFb (Figure 7C, lanes 4–6). Under the conditions
used DSIF was fully phosphorylated as detected by a
shift in migration when analyzed by SDS–PAGE with
silver staining (Figure 7D). We conclude that DSIF
remains associated with ECs containing long transcripts
even when the RNAP II-CTD and DSIF are phosphory-
lated by P-TEFb.
DISCUSSION
We developed a method that utilizes native gel electro-
phoresis to analyze factor interactions with RNAP II
elongation complexes generated by initiation from a
physiological promoter. The new system detected inter-
actions of DSIF, TFIIF, TTF2, TFIIS and P-TEFb with
isolated ECs.
Because it was possible to manipulate the length of
the nascent RNA, it was discovered that of all the
factors examined only DSIF showed preference for the
ECs with long transcripts. In addition, the ECs could
be treated with DNase or RNase while maintaining their
integrity. DNase treatment was useful in explaining
Figure 7. Impact of phosphorylation of the CTD and DSIF on the DSIF EC interaction. (A) Eﬀects of CTD phosphorylation on the mobility of
ECs. ECs were generated under conditions that resulted in the CTD being unphosphorylated or phosphorylated by TFIIH or TFIIH and P-TEFb
as indicated in the text and Materials and methods section. Then the three diﬀerent ECs were analyzed on a native gel. (B) Eﬀects of CTD
phosphorylation on the DSIF EC interaction. ECs with the CTD being phosphorylated by TFIIH or TFIIH and P-TEFb were generated under
the same conditions as in (A). After subsequent elongation (3min) or not, the ECs were released with SacI ( 17) and analyzed by EC-EMSA for
their ability to interact with indicated amounts of DSIF. (C) Eﬀects of phosphorylation of both the CTD and DSIF on the DSIF EC interaction.
ECs containing long transcripts (elongated for 3min) were generated and incubated with the indicated factors and 0.5mM ATP for 10min followed
by analysis on a native gel. (D) Phosphorylation of DSIF by P-TEFb. The same amounts of DSIF and P-TEFb were incubated with ATP under the
same conditions as in (B) and 5  of the reactions was analyzed by SDS–PAGE followed by silver staining.
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treatment was used to further document the facilitation
of DSIF binding by long nascent RNA. Finally, we were
able to investigate the inﬂuence of phosphorylation of
the CTD and DSIF by P-TEFb on the interaction between
DSIF and ECs. Together with the recently described
deﬁned transcription system (9) it is now possible to
correlate binding with functional consequences of the
factors.
A variety of systems have been developed to analyze
RNAP II ECs and factor interactions and each has
advantages and disadvantages. Reines used a monoclonal
antibody that recognized RNA to pull down RNAP II
ECs and showed that these complexes did not contain
one of the transcription initiation factors (27). While all
polymerases isolated this way were in active ECs, the
requirement for an antibody pull down, a deﬁned set of
factors and long nascent transcripts made this system
less useful than the one described here. The advent of
templates immobilized to agarose beads (28,29) and even-
tually to paramagnetic beads (6) enabled the development
of new approaches to study RNAP II ECs. Immobilized
templates have been used to examine factor interactions
by western blot detection of proteins surviving washing of
the ECs. Using such a system DSIF was shown to interact
with ECs containing 22-nt long nascent transcripts (30).
In that study shortening of the transcripts to 15nt had no
eﬀect on the association of DSIF (31). Unfortunately,
due to the nature of the assay it was not possible to
know what fraction of ECs were associated with factors
and this complicates the interpretation of the results.
Analysis of RNAP II transcription complexes using
native gels has proven useful for examination of the step-
wise formation of human initiation complexes and elonga-
tion complexes (32,33) and for comparison of yeast and
human elongation complexes (10). Native gel analysis
was also performed to examine the association of DSIF
with Drosophila ECs. In that study ECs were generated
with puriﬁed RNAP II on a soluble tailed template (11).
The system described here has the advantage that the
elongation complex was formed on a natural promoter
under standard initiation conditions and because the
templates are initially immobilized, the ECs can be easily
isolated. The high salt washes of ECs in our system lead
to an eﬃcient removal factors bound speciﬁcally to ECs
or nonspeciﬁcally to DNA, which allows stronger inter-
pretations experiments in which factors are added back
to isolated ECs. In addition, the position and phosphor-
ylation status of the polymerase, and RNA content of
the ECs could be easily manipulated using our system.
As demonstrated, whether the mobility shift of ECs
upon factor incubation is due to the direct association of
factor with RNAP II, DNA template or nascent RNA
can be elucidated by carrying out DNase and/or RNase
treatment on the isolated ECs before factor addition. The
impact of RNAP II-CTD on factor binding can also
be directly tested by modifying the CTD prior to factor
addition or by removal of the CTD through chymotrypsin
treatment (34,35). The conditions of generating transcrip-
tion competent ECs by TFIIS treatment were also worked
out and this would be useful for identiﬁcation of factors
that can diﬀerentiate the ECs with diﬀerent transcription
status. This system could also be useful for ﬁnd out partic-
ular region(s) in a factor of interest that is involved in the
association to ECs. We have been using this technique
to compare the wild type factors and their mutants with
speciﬁc regions deleted to narrow down the EC-binding
domains. Even though the resolution of ECs from ECs
with one or two factors bound was high, our system is
limited when the number of factors is increased or when
modiﬁcations of the polymerase or factors are involved.
For instance, results from EC-EMSA using chroma-
tinized templates are likely to be diﬃcult to evaluate.
Our previous studies have shown that DSIF and NELF
work together and that TFIIF and NELF compete for
positive and negative eﬀects in the presence of DSIF
(7,9). Unfortunately, attempts to study NELF using
EC-EMSA were thwarted due to NELF’s propensity to
interact with elongation complexes nonspeciﬁcally.
Although there are currently some limitations in the use
of EC-EMSA when looking at many factors at once, the
methods can provide very useful information about indi-
vidual factors and the eﬀects of nascent RNA or phos-
phorylation of the CTD on the binding of those factors.
In addition, EC-EMSA should be very useful when exam-
ining the eﬀect of speciﬁc mutations or modiﬁcations on
the binding of individual factors. For example, it should
be possible to discover mutations in DSIF that reduce the
enhancement of binding by nascent RNA.
Much of our eﬀort here was in characterizing the inter-
action of DSIF with the elongation complex because
this important factor plays a major role in the regulation
of RNAP II elongation. We found: (i) DSIF by itself does
not bind well to the ECs containing transcripts shorter
than 25-nt, while its binding aﬃnity to ECs is dramatically
increased when the nascent transcripts are extended to
35-nt or longer, (ii) the phosphorylation status of the
CTD or DSIF does not aﬀect the interaction of DSIF
with ECs. The diﬀerential binding of DSIF to ECs con-
taining long versus short transcripts was not seen earlier
in an assay that used western blotting to analyze DSIF
transfer from a nuclear extract to immobilized elongation
complexes (30). In that study DSIF associated with ECs
containing RNA that was as short as 15nt. Perhaps other
factors in the nuclear extract facilitated DSIF binding or
the binding seen was not stoichiometric with the ECs.
Using our system a strong positive eﬀect of long nascent
transcripts on the direct, stoichiometric association of
DSIF was detected. In an earlier study, DSIF binding
to Drosophila RNAP II was observed by mobility shift
of RNAP II elongation complexes formed on a tailed
template, and in that study the nascent RNA was about
110-nt long (11). Early evidence suggested that the CTD
phosphorylation might negatively inﬂuence DSIF inter-
action with RNAP II (24). However, DSIF was shown
to interact with Drosophila RNAP II regardless of the
presence of the CTD (11). The ﬁnding that DSIF inter-
action with ECs is not inﬂuenced by P-TEFb-mediated
phosphorylation of the CTD, supports other studies in
which DSIF was found by ChIP to map throughout the
body of transcribed genes (36–38).
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